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Introducing HiberSense: Room-to-Room Comfort Smart HVAC System
Exciting new smart climate solution represents an important opportunity for HVAC contractors and
technology integrators
Pittsburgh, PA, April 2nd, 2019 – Introducing HiberSense, Inc. (hibersense.com), designers and
manufacturers of a patent-pending smart climate solution that delivers balanced comfort throughout
any space. The HiberSense solution is offered through HVAC specialists and technology integrators,
ensuring that consumers get the best possible solution. From apartments to homes, from offices to
restaurants, new construction or renovation, people can finally enjoy balanced comfort as well as
optimized energy usage thanks to HiberSense.
HiberSense Technology
There are roughly 70-million homes and countless businesses in the US that have a single-thermostat
forced-air HVAC system. In such an environment, it is nearly impossible to achieve a balanced level of
comfort in every room. HiberSense is an intelligent solution that delivers improved quality of life as well
as improved energy efficiency and critical energy usage data. HiberSense represents a tremendous
opportunity for HVAC contractors and technology integrators as the only scalable whole-house or
whole-office climate solution that gathers data from every room for intelligent climate management.
The HiberSense smart hub, sensors and automated vents ensure room-to-room comfort for nearly any
environment. The sensor reports temperature, barometric pressure, humidity, light and motion data
from each room to the hub, making this the smartest climate solution by far.
“HiberSense is the only complete system approach to balanced HVAC that delivers comfort, improved
efficiency and valuable usage data all benefitting the homeowner,” stated Bob Fields, HiberSense COO.
“With so many homes and work spaces plagued by the discomfort of unbalanced HVAC, I am excited to
launch this brand through HVAC specialists and integrators, providing them with an important solution
for their clients.”
About HiberSense
HiberSense is an ultra-smart, integrated climate control solution that ensures balanced, room-by-room comfort throughout the
home while significantly increasing energy efficiency. Featuring wireless sensors and automated vents in each room, the
HiberSense technology eliminates extreme temperature imbalances, delivering maximum comfort as well as HVAC energy
savings of up to 40%. Technology integrators will appreciate that HiberSense is ideal for both new construction and retrofit
applications, representing an important opportunity to improve quality of life for their clients.

For more information visit hibersense.com or HiberSense on Facebook.
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